THE RIGHT WORKSTATION MAKES ALL THE DIFFERENCE

From 2D drafting and 3D modeling to reality capture and visualization workflows, Autodesk® AutoCAD® is a leading general-purpose CAD software solution. AutoCAD now includes specialized toolsets for architecture, mechanical design, electrical design, and more. AutoCAD LT® is a simplified version of AutoCAD, ideal for 2D drafting, drawings, and documentation.

LENOVO WORKSTATIONS ARE CERTIFIED FOR SUCCESS

Every power-packed Lenovo Workstation, from high-performing towers to mobile workstations, is ISV-tested and certified with AutoCAD and AutoCAD LT. In the architecture and product manufacturing industries, professionals rely on Lenovo’s trusted ThinkStation® and ThinkPad® workstation solutions with Intel® Core® and Xeon® processors and NVIDIA® professional graphics to ensure maximum efficiency, productivity, and ROI.

AUTOCAD-CERTIFICATION GIVES YOU THE EDGE

- Quick processing, response, and loading of AutoCAD data sets
- Fast graphics and exceptional user experience
- Superior and reliable hardware support
- AutoCAD features remain enabled and updated
AUTOCAD PERFORMANCE
AT YOUR DESK OR ON-THE-GO

RECOMMENDED LENOVO WORKSTATIONS

General CAD
AUTOCAD AND AUTOCAD LT
✓ 2D DRAWING, DRAFTING AND DOCUMENTATION
✓ SIMPLE 3D MODELING (AUTOCAD ONLY)

ThinkStation P350 Tiny
» Up to 11th Gen Intel® Core™ i9 (8 cores, 5.2GHz)
» NVIDIA® P1000
» 32GB RAM
» 512GB PCIe M.2 Storage
» 3-year Warranty
» Dual ThinkVision P series monitors

ThinkPad P14s i
» Up to 11th Gen Intel Core i7 (4 cores, 4.8GHz)
» NVIDIA® T500
» 16GB RAM
» 512GB PCIe M.2
» 3-year Warranty

Complex 3D Modelling & Visualization
AUTOCAD
2D and 3D Modeling ✓
Complex Visualization ✓
Point Cloud & Reality Capture ✓

ThinkStation P350 TWR
» Up to Intel® Xeon® W-1390P or 11th Gen Intel® Core™ i9-11900K (8 cores, 5.3GHz)
» NVIDIA® P2200 (General CAD or BIM) RTX 4000 or RTX 5000 (CAD, BIM + Visualization)
» 32GB or 64GB RAM
» 512GB or 1TB PCIe M.2 Storage
» 3-Year Warranty
» Dual ThinkVision P24h

ThinkPad P1
» Up to Intel Xeon W. (6 cores, 4.9GHz) or 11th Gen Intel Core i9 (8 cores, 5.0GHz)
» NVIDIA RTX A2000 (up to A5000 for visualization and VR)
» 32GB RAM
» 512GB PCIe M.2 Storage
» 3-year Warranty
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